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This introduction to futures and options markets is ideal for readers with limited backgrounds in mathematics. Emphasizing the use
of binomial trees for explaining how options are priced, it shows how one- and two-step binomial trees can be analyzed and
includes comprehensive treatment of numerical procedures based on binomial trees.
Learn the ins-and-outs of options trading with clear, practical guidance Essential Option Strategies is an introductory guide to
options trading, designed to help new options traders better understand the market and the potential opportunities that exist. This
book is designed to bring you up to speed with current practices and help you implement your own option trading strategies. You'll
create a plan, track indicators, and understand underlying instruments, then apply that central investing knowledge directly to the
options market. The discussion on pricing determinants and probabilities uses an intuitive approach to complex calculations,
providing clear examples with no advanced math required, and extensive explanation of spreads, butterflies, and condors brings
advanced strategies down to earth. Easy-reference appendices clarify the Greek terms and technical analysis charts, while
focused discussion and expert insight throughout provide a highly informative crash course on options trading. Options trading has
undergone a rapid evolution beyond stocks and commodities into asset classes including fixed-income, precious metals, energy,
and more. This book helps you build a solid foundation in the fundamentals, giving you a knowledge base that applies no matter
how the instruments change. This book is designed to help you: Understand the options market inside and out Avoid common
mistakes Learn some basic positions, and trades Read charts and interpret probabilities Once the domain of the elites, the options
market has been thrown wide open thanks to real-time price quotes, through brokerages, and the free flow of information online.
The process of buying and selling options contracts is faster and more efficient than ever, and Wall Street is facing stiff competition
from independent analysts and financial websites. As much as the market has changed, the fundamentals are the same—and
Essential Option Strategies aims to provide expert guidance throughout the learning process.
Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets and Derivagem Package.
For graduate courses in business, economics, financial mathematics, and financial engineering; for advanced undergraduate
courses with students who have good quantitative skills; and for practitioners involved in derivatives markets Practitioners refer to
it as “the bible;” in the university and college marketplace it’s the best seller; and now it’s been revised and updated to cover the
industry’s hottest topics and the most up-to-date material on new regulations. Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives by John C.
Hull bridges the gap between theory and practice by providing a current look at the industry, a careful balance of mathematical
sophistication, and an outstanding ancillary package that makes it accessible to a wide audience. Through its coverage of
important topics such as the securitization and the credit crisis, the overnight indexed swap, the Black-Scholes-Merton formulas,
and the way commodity prices are modeled and commodity derivatives valued, it helps students and practitioners alike keep up
with the fast pace of change in today’s derivatives markets. This program provides a better teaching and learning experience—for
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you and your students. Here’s how: NEW! Available with a new version of DerivaGem software—including two Excel applications,
the Options Calculator and the Applications Builder Bridges the gap between theory and practice—a best-selling college text, and
considered “the bible” by practitioners, it provides the latest information in the industry Provides the right balance of mathematical
sophistication—careful attention to mathematics and notation Offers outstanding ancillaries to round out the high quality of the
teaching and learning package
A top options trader details a practical approach for pricing and trading options in any market condition The options market is
always changing, and in order to keep up with it you need the greeks—delta, gamma, theta, vega, and rho—which are the best
techniques for valuing options and executing trades regardless of market conditions. In the Second Edition of Trading Options
Greeks, veteran options trader Dan Pasarelli puts these tools in perspective by offering fresh insights on option trading and
valuation. An essential guide for both professional and aspiring traders, this book explains the greeks in a straightforward and
accessible style. It skillfully shows how they can be used to facilitate trading strategies that seek to profit from volatility, time decay,
or changes in interest rates. Along the way, it makes use of new charts and examples, and discusses how the proper application
of the greeks can lead to more accurate pricing and trading as well as alert you to a range of other opportunities. Completely
updated with new material Information on spreads, put-call parity and synthetic options, trading volatility, and advanced option
trading is also included Explores how to exploit the dynamics of option pricing to improve your trading Having a comprehensive
understanding of the greeks is essential to long-term options trading success. Trading Options Greeks, Second Edition shows you
how to use the greeks to find better trades, effectively manage them, and ultimately, become more profitable.
Includes the first published detailed description of option exchange operations, the first published treatment using only elementary
mathematics and the first step-by-step procedure for implementing the Black-Scholes formula in actual trading.
Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets
*** 2020 EDITION *** Do You Want to Know How to Trade Your Way to Success on the Options Market? For a beginner, the
options market is incomprehensible. All that jargon, all those calculations - it's a hard game to break into and even harder to get
right from the start. On the other hand, learning the ropes opens the door to an exciting new way to calculate risk, find the right
investments and ultimately make your bank balance happy. This book is here to teach you how to understand the options market
from scratch. By the time you finish reading, you'll know exactly how to navigate your choices - and how to make them with
wisdom. Let's Get Started With Option Trading! Options trading is all about understanding what lies beneath the market and this
guide will walk you through that exciting process. Give it ONE WEEK and you'll TRIPLE your chances of making a profit on the
options market. Give it a month and you'll see you're not just confident enough to make investments at will, you're doing so in the
right way to make a tidy deposit into your trading account. In this book, we'll cover: - The types of trade and how each one can
bring you a profit. - Strategies to make the very best use of your investment capital. - How to see patterns in the market, how to
spot great investments - and how to make money. - And much, MUCH more. If You Don't Read This Guide, You Risk LOSING
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YOUR LIFE SAVINGS on the Options Market These methods has been proven to work - a hundred times over. This book will
show you that understanding the basic principles of the options market is not nearly so unfathomable as it appeared from a
distance. All it takes is a few easy steps and you'll start to feel a difference within a few short days - and all for less than the cost of
a pocket calculator. Take action! Get this book and start making a profit, today!
This is a comprehensive guide to the workings of the world’s commodity and financial futures and options markets. For all those
new or already active in the futures and options markets, it is a handbook of first and last resort for traders, brokers, advisers and
investors alike, and is written by a highly experienced market practitioner with contributions from leading experts in the field. It
begins with an examination of the markets and instruments - including the OTC market and erivatives, and goes on to explain
trading, regulation and management. It also evaluates the likely future developments in futures and options.
Suitable for advanced undergraduate or graduate business, economics, and financial engineering courses in derivatives, options
and futures, or risk management, this text bridges the gap between theory and practice.
A clear, practical guide to working effectively with derivative securities products Derivatives Essentials is an accessible, yet
detailed guide to derivative securities. With an emphasis on mechanisms over formulas, this book promotes a greater
understanding of the topic in a straightforward manner, using plain-English explanations. Mathematics are included, but the focus
is on comprehension and the issues that matter most to practitioners—including the rights and obligations, terms and conventions,
opportunities and exposures, trading, motivation, sensitivities, pricing, and valuation of each product. Coverage includes forwards,
futures, options, swaps, and related products and trading strategies, with practical examples that demonstrate each concept in
action. The companion website provides Excel files that illustrate pricing, valuation, sensitivities, and strategies discussed in the
book, and practice and assessment questions for each chapter allow you to reinforce your learning and gauge the depth of your
understanding. Derivative securities are a complex topic with many "moving parts," but practitioners must possess a full working
knowledge of these products to use them effectively. This book promotes a truly internalized understanding rather than rote
memorization or strict quantitation, with clear explanations and true-to-life examples. Understand the concepts behind derivative
securities Delve into the nature, pricing, and offset of sensitivities Learn how different products are priced and valued Examine
trading strategies and practical examples for each product Pricing and valuation is important, but understanding the fundamental
nature of each product is critical—it gives you the power to wield them more effectively, and exploit their natural behaviors to
achieve both short- and long-term market goals. Derivatives Essentials provides the clarity and practical perspective you need to
master the effective use of derivative securities products.
Options are an investment vehicle that can enhance virtually any investment philosophy. Fundamentals of the Options Market
provides a clear, concise picture of this global marketplace. Using examples drawn from contemporary financial news, this
completely accessible guidebook describes why and how these versatile tools can be used to hedge risk and enhance return,
while explaining popular products including listed stock options, index options, and LEAPS.
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For undergraduate courses in derivatives, options and futures, financial engineering, financial mathematics, and risk management.
A reader-friendly book with an abundance of numerical and real-life examples. Based on Hull's Options, Futures and Other
Derivatives, Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets presents an accessible and student-friendly overview of the topic
without the use of calculus. Packed with numerical examples and accounts of real-life situations, this text effectively guides
students through the material while helping them prepare for the working world.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Directed primarily toward undergraduate finance students, this text also provides practical content
to current and aspiring industry professionals. Based on Hull's Options, Futures and Other Derivatives, Fundamentals of Futures
and Options Markets presents an accessible overview of the topic without the use of calculus. Packed with numerical examples
and accounts of real-life situations, this text effectively guides readers through the material while helping them prepare for the
working world. NOTE: This is the standalone book, if you want the Book/Solutions Manual and Study Guide order the ISBN below:
0133418804 / 9780133418804 of Futures and Options Markets & Student's Solutions Manual and Study Guide Package Package
consists of: 0132993341 / 9780132993340 Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets 013299514X / 9780132995146
Student's Solutions Manual and Study Guide for Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets

Now in its sixth edition, Understanding Futures Markets by Robert Kolb (University of Colorado) and James Overdahl
(Chief Economist of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission) provides the most comprehensive coverage of futures
markets available. This new edition features updated and enhanced discussions on: event markets, proposition markets,
weather futures, and macro futures globalization of futures markets electronic trading platforms and the rise of electronic
trading manipulation of futures markets and methods of deterrence The Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000
and its effect on market regulation hedging in a corporate environment uses of futures by government entities energy
futures products recent fiascos involving energy futures and related derivatives single stock futures products and narrowbased stock index futures accounting and taxation features of futures markets. Clearly written and accessible, this is the
authoritative text for students and practitioners alike looking for an in-depth treatment of futures markets.
Sheldon Natenberg is one of the most sought after speakers on the topic of option trading and volatility strategies. This
book takes Sheldon’s non-technical, carefully crafted presentation style and applies it to a book—one that you’ll study
and carry around for years as your personal consultant. Learn about the most vital concepts that define options trading,
concepts you’ll need to analyze and trade with confidence. In this volume, Sheldon explains the difference between
historical volatility, future volatility, and implied volatility. He provides real inspiration and wisdom gleaned from years of
trading experience. Th is book captures the energy of the spoken message direct from the source. Learn about implied
volatility and how it is calculated Gain insight into the assumptions driving an options pricing model Master the techniques
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of comparing price to value Realize the important part that probability plays in estimating option prices
Explains the workings of the commodity futures market, describes methods for analyzing the futures market, and offers
advice on trading in futures
Important insights into effective option strategies In The Complete Guide to Option Strategies, top-performing commodity
trading advisor Michael Mullaney explains how to successfully employ a variety of option strategies, from the most
risky--selling naked puts and calls--to more conservative strategies using covered positions. The author covers
everything from options on stocks, exchange-traded funds, stock indexes, and stock index futures to essential
information on risk management, option "Greeks," and order placement. The book provides numerous tables and graphs
to benefit beginning and experienced traders. Written by a CTA who has successfully employed various options
strategies to generate market-beating returns, The Complete Guide to Option Strategies will be an important addition to
any trader's library. Michael D. Mullaney (Jacksonville, FL) is a high-ranking commodity trading advisor who specializes
in option selling strategies.
For advanced undergraduate or graduate business, economics, and financial engineering courses in derivatives, options
and futures, financial engineering or risk management. Designed to bridge the gap between theory and practice, this
successful book is regarded as "the bible" in trading rooms throughout the world. Hull offers a clear presentation with
various numerical examples, as well as good practical knowledge of how derivatives are priced and traded.
Chained up in the hold of a French warship, Lusignan’s only hope of escape rests with his captor - Captain Paul. A man
with a mysterious past, Captain Paul is transporting Lusignan to exile in the West Indies. Little does he know that his
mission is a sham. His prisoner is an innocent man, framed because he fell in love with a Count's daughter. Once the
truth is revealed, Paul and Lusignan return to France, determined to seek justice. Inspired by the real life of American
Revolutionary War hero John Paul Jones, "Captain Paul" is a rollicking melodrama, packed with action and romance. A
fine precursor to Dumas’ later classics, it's especially recommended for fans of naval adventures, like C.S. Forester’s
"Hornblower" series. Alexandre Dumas (1802 - 1870) was a hugely popular 19th Century French writer. Born of mixed
French and Haitian heritage, Dumas first rose to prominence in Paris as a playwright, but later gained international fame
with his historical fiction. Often co-authored with other writers, these stories wove together swashbuckling adventure,
romance, and real events from France’s past. Among the best known are "The Three Musketeers", and its sequels
"Twenty Years After", and "Le Vicomte de Bragelonne: Ten Years Later". Set across four decades, this trilogy follows the
rise of the dashing D’Artagnan—from hot-headed soldier to trusted captain under Louis XIV. Dumas’ other novels include
"The Count of Monte Cristo" and "The Black Tulip". His works have been adapted into more than 200 movies, including
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The Man in the Iron Mask starring Leonardo DiCaprio.
This book contains solutions to the Practice Questions that appear at the ends of chapters in my book Options, Futures,
and Other Derivatives, 9th edition, Global Edition. The questions have been designed to help readers study on their own
and test their understanding of the material. They range from quick checks on whether a key point is understood to much
more challenging applications of analytical techniques. Some prove or extend results presented in the book. To maximize
the benefits from this book readers are urged to sketch out their own solutions to the questions before consulting mine.
For undergraduate and graduate courses in derivatives, options and futures, financial engineering, financial mathematics, and risk
management. Designed to bridge the gap between theory and practice, this highly successful book is the top seller among both
the academic audience and derivative practitioners around the world.
As an asset class, commodities are now as important as stocks and bonds – and with rapid growth in demand, profit opportunities
in commodities are larger than ever. But today’s computer-driven markets are volatile and chaotic. Fortunately, you can profit
consistently – and this tutorial will show you how. Building on more than 30 years of market success, George Kleinman introduces
powerful trend-based techniques for consistently trading in your “sweet spot” for profits. Kleinman reveals exactly how the
commodities markets have changed – and how you can use consistent discipline to avoid “shark-infested waters” and manage
the market’s most dangerous risks. Ideal for every beginning-to-intermediate level trader, speculator, and investor, this guide
begins with the absolute basics, and takes you all the way to highly-sophisticated strategies. You’ll discover how futures and
options trading work today, how trading psychology impacts commodity markets even in an age of high-frequency computer
trading, and how to avoid the latest pitfalls. Kleinman offers extensively updated coverage of electronic trading, today’s contracts,
and advanced trading techniques – including his exclusive, powerful Pivot Indicator approach. Three previous editions of this
tutorial have become international best-sellers. But the game has changed. Win it the way it’s played right now, with Trading
Commodities and Financial Futures, Fourth Edition .
This first Australasian edition of Hull's bestselling Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets was adapted for the Australian
market by a local team of respected academics. Important local content distinguishes the Australasian edition from the US edition,
including the unique financial instruments commonly traded on the Australian securities and derivatives markets and their
surrounding conventions. In addition, the inclusion of Australasian and international business examples makes this text the most
relevant and useful resource available to Finance students today. Hull presents an accessible and student-friendly overview of the
topic without the use of calculus and is ideal for those with a limited background in mathematics. Packed with numerical examples
and accounts of real-life situations, this text effectively guides students through the material while helping them prepare for the
working world. For undergraduate and post-graduate courses in derivatives, options and futures, financial engineering, financial
mathematics, and risk management.
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From the basics of open outcry trading to advanced technical indicators, Fundamentals of the Futures Market gives beginning
futures traders everything they need to get started. This hands-on workbook walks readers through the entire process to read and
understand major reports, track prices, follow the major indicators, and more. In today’s fast-paced futures trading arena, it
provides the tools readers need to trade in any commodity market—grains, metals, or financials—and minimize risk as they sharpen
their trading skills.
This revised and updated edition of Options as Strategic Investments encompasses the latest options trading vehicles and gives
traders and serious investors strategic opportunities for managing their investments. It features discussions on LEAPs (Long Term
Equity Anticipation Securities), PERCs (Preferred Equity Redemption Cumulative Stocks), primes and scores, warrants and
SPAN. The concept and application of the various option strategies are explained, showing how they work, in which situations and
why.
A practical, informative guide to derivatives in the realworld Derivatives is an exposition on investments, guiding youfrom the basic
concepts, strategies, and fundamentals to a moredetailed understanding of the advanced strategies and models. Aspart of
Bloomberg Financial's three part series on securities,Derivatives focuses on derivative securities and thefunctionality of the
Bloomberg system with regards to derivatives.You'll develop a tighter grasp of the more subtle complexitiesinvolved in the
evaluation, selection, and management ofderivatives, and gain the practical skillset necessary to applyyour knowledge to realworld investment situations using the toolsand techniques that dominate the industry. Instructions for usingthe widespread
Bloomberg system are interwoven throughout, allowingyou to directly apply the techniques and processes discussed usingyour
own data. You'll learn the many analytical functions used toevaluate derivatives, and how these functions are applied withinthe
context of each investment topic covered. All Bloomberginformation appears in specified boxes embedded throughout thetext,
making it easy for you to find it quickly when you need or,or easily skip it in favor of the theory-based text. Managing securities in
today's dynamic and innovative investmentenvironment requires a strong understanding of how the increasingvariety of securities,
markets, strategies, and methodologies areused. This book gives you a more thorough understanding, and apractical skillset that
investment managers need. Understand derivatives strategies and models from basic toadvanced Apply Bloomberg information
and analytical functions Learn how investment decisions are made in the real world Grasp the complexities of securities
evaluation, selection, andmanagement The financial and academic developments of the past twenty yearshave highlighted the
challenge in acquiring a comprehensiveunderstanding of investments and financial markets.Derivatives provides the detailed
explanations you've beenseeking, and the hands-on training the real world demands.
This first Australasian edition of Hull’s bestselling Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets was adapted for the Australian
market by a local team of respected academics. Important local content distinguishes the Australasian edition from the US edition,
including the unique financial instruments commonly traded on the Australian securities and derivatives markets and their
surrounding conventions. In addition, the inclusion of Australasian and international business examples makes this text the most
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relevant and useful resource available to Finance students today. Hull presents an accessible and student-friendly overview of the
topic without the use of calculus and is ideal for those with a limited background in mathematics. Packed with numerical examples
and accounts of real-life situations, this text effectively guides students through the material while helping them prepare for the
working world. For undergraduate and post-graduate courses in derivatives, options and futures, financial engineering, financial
mathematics, and risk management.
This is a reader-friendly book with an abundance of numerical and real-life examples. The text explores the fundamentals of
futures and options markets and presents an accessible and student-friendly overview of the topic without the use of calculus.
In today's changing political and economic environment, it is increasingly important that companies learn to properly use the
various trading instruments to protect themselves against price volatility. Since the first successful energy futures contract was
introduced almost a quarter century ago, trading in energy futures and options has played an important role in hedging against
fluctuations in the price of petroleum products, crude oil, natural gas, propane, electricity, and most recently, coal. In this 2nd
edition of their best-selling primer, authors Errera and Brown explain how exchange traded futures and options markets work, and
how companies can successfully use the markets in their overall strategy to increase profitability. They cover everything from
market mechanics, hedging, spread trading, and technical trading to history and growth of the markets. Also included is an
extensive appendix detailing contract specifications for 13 energy futures/options contracts. BONUS: A summary of the rules of the
most active energy futures and options contracts is included!
For Amazon customers: The new version of the book, printed on higher quality paper, is now available to purchase. The essential
futures market reference guide A Complete Guide to the Futures Market is the comprehensive resource for futures traders and
analysts. Spanning everything from technical analysis, trading systems, and fundamental analysis to options, spreads, and
practical trading principles, A Complete Guide is required reading for any trader or investor who wants to successfully navigate the
futures market. Clear, concise, and to the point, this fully revised and updated second edition provides a solid foundation in futures
market basics, details key analysis and forecasting techniques, explores advanced trading concepts, and illustrates the practical
application of these ideas with hundreds of market examples. A Complete Guide to the Futures Market: Details different trading
and analytical approaches, including chart analysis, technical indicators and trading systems, regression analysis, and
fundamental market models. Separates misleading market myths from reality. Gives step-by-step instruction for developing and
testing original trading ideas and systems. Illustrates a wide range of option strategies, and explains the trading implications of
each. Details a wealth of practical trading guidelines and market insights from a recognized trading authority. Trading futures
without a firm grasp of this market’s realities and nuances is a recipe for losing money. A Complete Guide to the Futures Market
offers serious traders and investors the tools to keep themselves on the right side of the ledger.
As the world economy has shifted toward globalization, the importance of futures and options markets has grown dramatically; in
turn, these markets have evolved to better serve the increasingly global economy. However, even with the trading volume
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expanding every year, futures and options contracts and markets remain poorly understood. Carters text introduces readers to this
dynamic, exciting subject in an accessible and lively way. Using a perspective grounded in economics rather than complex
mathematics, he presents an integrated explanation of the market institutions, theory, and empirical evidence. The text begins with
the fundamentals of commodity futures and, unlike other texts, continues on to extensively discuss financial futures and options
markets, including currencies and equity indexes. Geared to the novice reader, mathematics and formulas are kept to a minimum,
while numerous real-world examples explain how practitioners use futures and options markets. Whether interested in business,
economics, or agricultural and applied economics, readers will appreciate futures and options markets as a thriving laboratory for
discovering economic theory in action.
Accompanying CD-ROM contains ... "DerivaGem Version 1.51"--CD-ROM label.
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